
Car Charger Acefast B4, 66W, USB-C + USB, with display (blac Ref: 6974316280392
Car Charger Acefast B4, 66W, USB-C + USB, with display (black)

Acefast B4 car charger
Equip yourself  with the rugged Acefast  B4 car charger,  which is  equipped with one USB-C port  and one USB-A port  and allows you to
quickly  charge  two  devices  simultaneously.  One  of  the  product's  strengths  is  its  digital  display,  which  provides  real-time  information
about  the  charging  voltage.  The  power  of  the  charger  reaches  66  watts,  moreover,  the  device  has  a  number  of  safety  features  and
guarantees safe energy regeneration.
 
Fast energy renewal
The Acefast  B4 car  charger  is  distinguished by its  wide compatibility  and allows convenient  charging of  many popular  devices.  It  also
supports several fast charging protocols, so it takes 1 h 14 minutes to fully renew the energy of a Google Pixel 2, and 2 h to charge an
iPad Pro. The input voltage of the charger is 12V-24V, so you can easily use it in many cars, SUVs or trucks.
 
Smart solutions
A highlight of the B4 charger is the digital display, which shows real-time information about the charging voltage. Also noteworthy is an
intelligent  chip  that  recognizes  connected  devices  and  adjusts  the  optimal  charging  parameters.  Importantly,  you  can  use  two  ports
(USB-C and USB-A) and save time by charging two devices at the same time.
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Well-designed
The product  is  distinguished by its  robust  design,  making it  resistant  to  wear  and tear  and mechanical  damage.  The charger  remains
stable in the car cigarette lighter and guarantees a steady flow of current even on bumpy roads. It also has the advantage of compact
size, low weight and elegant design.
 
Included
Car charger
User manual
Manufacturer
Acefast
Model
B4
Color
Black
Ports
USB-C, USB-A
Input voltage
DC 12V-24V
Output voltage
USB-C: 5V / 3A, 9V / 3A, 12V / 3A, 15V / 2.4A, 20V / 1.8A, 36W / USB-A: 5V / 3A, 9V / 3A, 12V / 2.5A, 15V / 2A, 20V / 1.5A, 30W
Power
66 W
Fast charging protocols
USB-C: PD3.0, PPS, QC4+, AFC, FCP, SCP
USB-A: QC3.0, AFC, FCP, SCP
Weight
25 g
Dimensions
65.5 x 30.8 x 30.8 mm
Material
Flame-retardant PC
Other
Digital display

Price:

Before: € 10.4058

Now: € 9.30
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